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Investment implications of climate
change for pension funds

Premal Ranchod, Manager Research Analyst, Alexander
Forbes Investments, warns investors of the impact of
climate change on investment portfolios in various
scenarios. He encourages investors to interrogate their
share selections more robustly around environmental,
social and governance factors.
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How could we provide solutions that really
address the needs of our members once
they have been retrenched or retired?

New study reveals SA investors’
unrealistic expectations

Remaining invested through tough
economic cycles will help employees’
retirement outcomes
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RDR calls for a more outcomes-based
approach from advisers
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Settling with SARS – Revisiting
some practical perspectives
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The rise of emerging asset
managers

Mark Davids (Investment Strategist), Motswedi Emerging
Manager Strategists, challenges retirement fund trustees
to consider whether they have placed enough emphasis
on looking for emerging asset managers and really asked
the difficult questions of their consultants to put forward
the names of emerging asset managers, who have an above
average possibility of delivering outperformance.
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Settling with SARS can be an attractive and effective
mechanism of the dispute resolution machinery of the
Tax Administration Act. Joon Chong, a Partner at Webber
Wentzel, and Ruan Kotze, an Advocate at the Cape Bar,
provide a detailed reminder of the requirements that
must be met before SARS and the taxpayer may validly
commence settlement negotiations.
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In this article, Johan Botha Business Development Head from
Aon South Africa’s Employee Benefits division, explains the
details around retirement annuities and the benefits of these
in the context of an individual’s overall retirement savings.
He also explains how the benefits of an RA are paid out when
the individual investor retires or passes away.

South Africa’s group insurance market has reached a
tipping point. For many employers, group risk fees rose
by upwards of 50% over the past few years as a result of
a deterioration in claims experience across the industry.
Michele Jennings, CEO of Sanlam Group Risk, highlights
the combination of contributing factors and urges all
stakeholders to be part of finding the solution.

Investment markets both locally and around the world
are volatile at the moment. Dave Mohr (Chief Investment
Strategist) and Izak Odendaal (Investment Strategist)
from Old Mutual Wealth look into the stumbling blocks
encountered by markets during the first 3 quarters of 2019.
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The phased implementation of the Retail Distribution
Review (RDR) is well underway in South Africa, with
suitability of financial products to a customer’s needs
continuing to be a focal point. Paul Nixon, Head of Technical
Marketing and Behavioural Finance at Momentum
Investments, encourages financial advisers to use scientific
tools when recommending appropriate solutions for their
clients’ investment goals.

Kevin Wesbroom, Senior Partner, Retirement Solutions at Aon,
takes an interesting look into the different approaches to
retirement savings around the world. Retirement approaches
reflect local customs, cultures and variances in state and
private pensions, differing from country to country. Creative
ways are emerging around the globe to help solve the issue
and these might offer examples that can be copied elsewhere.

Investment markets stumbling
but still standing

28

According to Nashalin Portrag, Head of FundsAtWork at
Momentum Corporate, many South Africans face a bleak
retirement because they are either not saving enough,
following an inappropriate investment strategy or making
knee jerk decisions when markets are under pressure.
Members invested in aggressive portfolios need to take
comfort in the fact that the portfolio is highly likely to recover
and deliver inflation beating returns over the long term.
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The new Retirement Saving Cost (RSC) Disclosure Standard
came into effect on 1 September 2019. Michelle Acton,
Principal Consultant at Old Mutual Corporate Consultants,
explains how the RSC disclosure is designed to create a
better understanding of costs and allow meaningful
comparisons of umbrella funds to enable employers to
choose the best fund to meet their employees’ needs.

A review of risk products is vital for
financial inclusion and resilience

26

Despite the ongoing volatility in global and local markets,
South African investors are holding on to their unshakeable
optimism. This is according to the latest Schroders Global
Investor Study, which pegs South African investors
as surprisingly hopeful despite failing to achieve their
investment objectives over the past five years. Doug Abbott,
Schroders South Africa Country Head unpacks the findings
of the study.
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Anne Cabot-Alletzhauser, Head of Alexander Forbes Research
Institute, expands on current issues that are most important
to members and employers, and urges that it has become
evident that we need a new holistic, integrated financial
solution that recognises that individuals have different needs
that should be addressed.

Retirement savings decisions
cannot be based on cost
comparisons alone

24

Legal
Update

Legal Update: Q4 2019

38

In this issue, Leanne van Wyk, Director at ICTS Legal
Services, provides a summary of the Fundsatwork Umbrella
Pension Fund v Guarnieri and Others case. This precedentsetting case outlines new requirements for retirement
fund trustees to take into account when distributing death
benefits in terms of Section 37C of the Pension Funds Act.
Leanne also looks at the FSCA’s Communication 2 of 2019
which deals with exemptions for hybrid annuities in an
annuity strategy.
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t the risk of a far too dramatic intro to this
quarter’s edition, I am struck by H.G. Wells’s
quote: ‘Adapt or perish, now as ever, is nature’s
inexorable imperative’. Now more than ever,
the world is being challenged to think differently, to
conceive new solutions that sustain us into the future.
We will simply not thrive (or possibly even survive) if we
just keep on doing the same things.
When we see a teenager sitting on the steps of their
legislator’s offices championing climate change, we are
challenged to ask the question: what can we do, in our
roles, to effect change in our industry and change in the
world around us?
It is an exciting time to be involved in our industry as
Anne Cabot-Alletzhauser, Head of the Alexander Forbes
Research Institute, challenges all stakeholders to ask
and answer the real question and address the most
pressing needs of retirement fund members. And, as
Michelle Acton, Principal Consultant at Old Mutual
Corporate Consultants explains, the answers can no
longer simply be made on cost comparisons alone. Kevin
Wesbroom, Senior Partner of Retirement Solutions at
Aon, provides an interesting perspective on lessons that
can be learnt from retirement savings vehicles around
the world and Michele Jennings, CEO of Sanlam Group
Risk, highlights the need for change within the group
risk market as costs are soaring towards a tipping point.
The investments world is changing too. Dave Mohr
and Izak Odendaal from Old Mutual Wealth, look into
the stumbling blocks encountered by both local and
international investment markets during 2019 so far. It
has been a bumpy ride for sure. Different approaches
to investment management are highlighted by Mark
Davids, from Motswedi Emerging Manager Strategists,
in his article challenging trustees to really consider
emerging managers. And Premal Ranchod, Manager
Research Analyst at Alexander Forbes Investments,
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David Weil
Managing Director
Investment Consulting and Trustee Services

underlines this urgent need for change warning
investors of the impact of climate change on investment
portfolios in various climate scenarios. Despite
investment volatility and uncertainty, Doug Abbott,
Country Head at Schroders South Africa, looks into
why South Africans are holding on to their unshakeable
optimism. And Nashalin Portrag, Head of FundsAtWork
at Momentum Corporate, reminds investors of the
importance of remaining invested during times of market
volatility.
Even the face of individual financial planning is
morphing. As the Retail Distribution Review (RDR)
unfolds in South Africa, Paul Nixon, Head of Technical
Marketing and Behavioural Finance at Momentum
Investments, highlights the need for advisors to use
scientific tools to support their recommendations to
clients. And Johan Botha, Aon South Africa Employee
Benefits, takes the opportunity of the implementation
of default regulations on annuity strategies, to remind
investors of the technical ins and outs of retirement
annuities.
Finally, in our legal round-up, Joon Chong, from Webber
Wentzel, and Ruan Kotze, an Advocate at the Cape Bar,
look into the merits and process of settling with SARS.
And Leanne van Wyk, Director at ICTS Legal Services,
unpacks the recent Supreme Court case which adds an
additional, very important, step to the process trustees
follow when distributing death benefits.
There is no doubt about it … the world around us is
changing. I trust this issue challenges you to think about
how you can change with it.
Until the next time. p
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How could we
provide
solutions that
really address
the needs of
our members once they
have been retrenched or
retired?
“We have started to focus on a drive to change the narrative on retirements and
retrenchments in South Africa to a much broader discussion on how collaboration
between service providers, trustees and members can result in solutions that
both employers and their workers need,” says Anne Cabot-Alletzhauser, Head of
Alexander Forbes Research Institute.

T

his is important because in a world where a rigid regulatory
framework often dominates product design thinking, there is a
serious risk of losing sight of the most critical issue: How to create
solutions that address the critical pain points for clients? By turning
the lens of analysis around to the perspective of clients, we have quickly
appreciated how easily the retirement industry could be missing the mark.
“We are starting to see the power of a co-creation framework with both
clients and with digital innovators in which we consider the question: What
if, instead of us creating products for our clients, we co-created and collaborated
with them as to what products and services they needed?” expands Anne.
In response to what they believed were the most significant “pain points” in
the employment journey for both employees and employers, the answer was
almost unanimous:
• the risk of retrenchment; and
• the reality of retirement…before you are ready

6

Anne Cabot-Alletzhauser
Head of Alexander Forbes
Research Institute
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Based on this, the obvious question was what should the
retirement industry be doing more effectively if we are
going to address these pain points? The answer looks
like nothing that currently exists, yet seems intuitively
obvious.
The first step is to change the narrative so that we think
differently about the problem we are trying to solve.
This may seem like an unusual starting point but it was
fundamental to making sure that we all started to think
differently. Let’s stop using the terms “retirement” and
“retrenchment”. Both those terms seemed to suggest
something terminal. If we were going to be effective in
guiding employees through these transitions so that
they could go on to be ready, resilient and resourced, we
need everyone to think of the problem as simply solving
for that period of a person’s life where they would no
longer have the underpinning of an employer. Once we
make that mind shift, the solutions we contemplate
become, by necessity, far broader.
On another level, the narrative change has also made
employers think differently. One of the more encouraging outcomes is that employers have begun to
appreciate that they have responsibility to the broader
South African society of ensuring that employees who
leave their protection would:
• go on to continue to be productive contributors to
South African society, or

impassioned plea to South African policymakers,
if entrepreneurship and the growth of small to
medium-sized business were the real workhorses
of job creation, the “secret-sauce” of sustainable
growth in these businesses is know-how. With
skills and experience at a premium, South Africa
desperately needs to find ways to reintroduce
those valuable assets that may be potentially
lost through retirement and retrenchment.
The multiplier effect for job creation of such an
exercise would be significantly greater than youth
training programmes.
An important step is to ensure that everyone involved
forms an emotional connection to what happens
to people when they go through these transitions.
Research was undertaken to find out how individuals
would be impacted if they were required to take early
retirement with immediate effect – how resilient
would they be to such a shock. Consideration was
given to topics that went well beyond simple
financial resourcing, including issues of health, family
obligations, support networks, fall-back options, skill
redeployment and alternative income generation.
What emerged was that the impact of early retirement
or retrenchment goes far beyond the financial issues
and gets right to the heart of what it is that makes us all
feel human – a sense of connectedness.
Two things occur at retirement and retrenchment:

• be well insulated from social and economic implosion.
This change of mindset came about by sharing several
insights from recent research:

1. Increasing longevity isn’t about
saving for a longer retirement but
making people more productive for
longer
		 At the South African Digital Economic Summit
2019, Dr George Freidman made the point that
if human beings were living longer – and they are
– then we needed to focus on developing ways to
make them productive contributors to the broader
economy for longer. When the UK reframed the
costs of caring for the aged against the value
they could add to the economy after retirement,
they found that older people were making a
net contribution of R683 billion … and this was
expected to grow to R1 314 billion by 2030.

2. The “secret sauce” for economic
growth? Know-how
		 As Riccardo Hausmann highlighted in his
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• The employee no longer benefits from the very
thing that made them feel human: daily acknowledgement of their existence and value from
colleagues and friends in the workplace.
• The workplace no longer benefits from the
employee’s experience and skill set.
“What often goes under-appreciated is that these
events can be potentially traumatic on both sides.
What it does mean, though, is that before we can even
begin to think about helping people with financial
planning or developing a further source of income,
we need to make sure that they have the emotional
stamina to make the transition smoothly,” says CabotAlletzhauser.
And it has become evident that we need to go
significantly beyond financial advice, which is an
important point policymakers should seriously
consider. There is also need for a holistic, integrated
solution that recognises that individuals have different
needs which should be addressed. Importantly, we
should acknowledge that this requires new concepts
that currently do not exist in the conventional advice
framework being applied to these two issues of
retirement and retrenchment. p
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Retirement savings
decisions cannot be
based on cost
comparisons alone
From September 2019 all commercially sponsored
umbrella funds must include a disclosure of
charges showing fees for investment management,
administration, advice and other charges. The new
Retirement Savings Cost (RSC) Disclosure Standard
aims to make it easier for employers to compare
apples with apples and choose the best umbrella
fund for their employees’ needs. However, as with
most new legislation, teething problems are to be
expected as financial services providers (FSPs)
come to terms with the new regulation.

8

Michelle Acton
Principal Consultant
Old Mutual Corporate Consultants
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T

his is according to Michelle Acton, Principal
Consultant at Old Mutual Corporate
Consultants. Until now, comparing umbrella
fund costs has been difficult because fees
can be charged and disclosed in many
different ways. “The RSC Disclosure Standard will
compel providers to disclose and break down the costs
in the same format. All providers that are members
of the Association for Savings and Investment South
Africa (ASISA) must comply. We believe all industry
participants will comply, even if they are not ASISA
members, as non-compliance is likely to be viewed very
negatively by customers”.
Some of the anticipated challenges include ensuring
stakeholders gain a full understanding of the disclosure
standard, and dealing with exceptions caused by
funds that are markedly different from the standard
assumptions, as well as cross subsidies between the
fees of the various parts of the umbrella fund solution.
Also required is a shift in thinking from rand per
member costs or percentage of salary fees towards
a basis where all costs are effectively converted to a
percentage of assets, notes Acton.
According to her the RSC standard will improve client
understanding of the costs in the long run, enabling
them to gain a better appreciation of the value for
money of the overall solution as well as the subcomponents. “It will also allow clients to compare costs
on a like-for-like basis, thereby helping them to decide
which umbrella fund to appoint. Although costs are
an essential part of any umbrella fund solution and
excessive costs can erode members’ benefits over time,
it would be unfortunate if the RSC reduced umbrella
fund decision making to a matter of costs alone”.
Armed with a better understanding of the cost components, decision makers will need to interrogate the
various services (investment, advice, administration,
other) on their merits and the value they add to the
employer and its members in order to assess the value
for money and hence make a good decision, Acton
notes. “As with most things, paying a lower fee may
mean receiving an inferior solution. However, paying a
higher fee is not an assurance of better quality. It is not
all about costs”.
“Our research with employers and intermediaries
shows that the disclosure of costs solely as a
percentage of assets is not easily understood, as the
industry has become used to using rand amounts or
percentage of salary. Another issue that may arise is
that the benefits of a transition from the current short
term view of retirement costs to one that considers
a longer period might not be apparent and fully
appreciated,” Acton explains.
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Complying with RSC
The RSC requires ASISA members to break down the
various cost elements into four different components:
•
•
•
•

Investment management;
Advice;
Administration;
Other costs.

This will be presented in the form of an RSC Charges
Table (see example below) and all charges will be
presented as a percentage of assets,” says Acton.

Charges

1 Year

1 to 3
Years

1 to 5
Years

1 to
10
Years

Investment
Management

0.55%

0.55%

0.55%

0.55%

Advice

1.91%

1.33%

1.05%

0.72%

Administration

0.64%

0.44%

0.35%

0.24%

Other

0.78%

0.76%

0.75%

0.73%

Total Retirement
Savings Cost
(RSC)

1.42%

1.20%

1.10%

0.97%

“There will be rules driven notes under the table, which
will give detail on the specific costs included under each
charge category, as well as standard notes explaining the
ASISA assumptions used in the RSC calculation,” she says.
“One of the valuable insights expected from RSC will
be a better understanding of the fact that different
types of fees have profoundly different impacts on the
asset accumulation of members, bearing in mind that
accumulating sufficient assets is the goal of retirement
savings,” states Acton.
“A glance at the sample table shows that advice, which
is a percentage of salary in this example, has a bigger
impact in the short term, but this reduces over time. This
is similarly true of a rand per member charge as can be
seen for administration. The investment management
charge, usually a percentage of assets, is much flatter,
meaning that the impact does not reduce over time,
although this could be the case to an extent if the asset
management fees are based on a sliding scale,” she
explains.
“The new disclosure standard is a great step forward
for the industry and will create a better understanding
of costs and allow meaningful comparisons. This can
only be positive for the retirement outcomes of South
Africans,” concludes Acton. p
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Solving the retirement
savings challenge – Lessons
from around the world
Around the world, workers are being
compelled to take more responsibility
for their retirement savings as
many employers move from traditional
Defined Benefit (DB) plans to Defined
Contribution (DC) plans.
Kevin Wesbroom
Senior Partner
Retirement Solutions at Aon

10
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A

ccording to London-based Kevin Wesbroom,
Senior Partner, Retirement Solutions at Aon,
there is a massive global trend away from defined
benefit plans to defined contribution plans. “Employers
are looking to transfer the risk associated with DB
plans”.
As workers look to cope with the changing retirement
income landscape, several possible solutions and trends
are emerging in countries across the globe:

South Africa: Moving from Standalone
Funds to Umbrella Arrangements
South African employers started adopting Defined
Contribution (DC) retirement fund solutions since the
turn of the millennium.
“The megatrend in South Africa at present is a move
away from standalone funds to umbrella arrangements,”
says Derek Pillay, from Aon South Africa’s Retirement
Solutions Division. “The latest Financial Sector Conduct
Authority’s (FSCA) data shows that there are only
1 100 standalone funds remaining from the 13 000
standalone funds that were in existence in 2005. The
market is rapidly moving in this direction due to the
economies of scale, lower running costs and wider
member investment choices that umbrella funds offer,”
he explains.
Additional reasons include:
• Competitive asset manager fees.
• Employers’ trustee liability and accountability disappears.
• Digital experience – member web portal access.
• Default regulations compliant.

The Netherlands and the UK: sharing
the risk through collective defined
contribution plans
In some European countries, one possible compromise
to the DB versus DC plan dilemma is the collective
defined contribution (CDC) plan. CDC plans occupy a
middle ground between DB and DC plans in delivering
a more consistent, DB-style income – with employees
collectively sharing the retirement plan risk.
The CDC approach has been employed in countries such
as the Netherlands, and the UK government recently
confirmed it is considering introducing its own version
of a CDC plan in the near future. “A lot of people are
looking for what an old fashioned pension did,” Kevin
Wesbroom says. “Collective defined contribution
pension plans could offer a different way to tackle the
problem.”
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CDC plans offer workers a retirement income structure
in which employers’ plan costs are fixed, similar to that
of a DB plan. The key is that members’ target benefit
(typically the indexation on that pension) can be adjusted
annually based on the plan’s performance, meaning plan
members’ benefits could be reduced in difficult years.
But those cuts don’t have to be catastrophic and can be
restored when conditions improve.
“The experience of CDC plans in the Netherlands
following the 2008 financial crisis is instructive,”
Wesbroom says. “Employers cut payments and it was
pretty unpopular. But, in fact, the average cut in Holland,
for example, in the midst of the financial crisis was only
2 percent of income – there were harsher consequences
for those in individual DC plans”.
Amid a government push for the development of
Comprehensive Income Products for Retirement,
Australia with the fourth largest retirement system in
the world, is seeing growing interest in CDC solutions.
Ashley Palmer, Practice Leader, Retirement Solutions
at Aon Asia, notes that “CDC solutions have been
considered by some of the largest industry funds to
deliver more secure member outcomes.”

A regional approach: the Pan-European
pension product
The EU is also considering new types of savings
vehicles to help tackle the retirement savings issue.
A proposed Pan-European Pension Product (PEPP) is
aimed at helping workers improve the way they save
for retirement by offering a better option than many
available across the fragmented European market.
EU leaders envision a wide range of financial services
providers offering PEPP personal retirement savings
products. PEPPs would offer standardised features and
would offer EU savers the ability to take their pensions
with them when they switch employers or move to
another country. The product also provides more choice
and consumer protections.
Being able to offer their PEPPs across the EU would
allow providers to benefit from scale and the ability
to distribute PEPPs electronically across national
borders. While PEPP effort has been slowed by debate
over regulatory issues, the European Commission has
indicated hopes to have the plan approved this year.

The US and prioritising personal
savings: helping workers become
better savers
In the US, focus on retirement savings has been around
the level of savings and efficiency of existing vehicles

11
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used for those savings rather than on the vehicles
themselves. Recently, employers in the US have
started to more seriously explore retirement income
solutions within DC plans to help employees manage
the longevity risk transferred to them with the shift
from DB to DC.
Promoting sufficient savings levels remains important. According to Aon’s The Real Deal: 2018
Retirement Income Adequacy Study, to achieve
financial independence by age 67, US workers aged
25 or older should save 16 percent of their pay and
employer contributions annually. Yet workers tend
to save only between 4 and 7 percent, and their
employers contribute an average of 5 percent of pay.
To help employees better prepare for retirement, many
employers are looking to help their workers become
better savers. Grace Lattyak, Associate Partner,
Retirement Solutions at Aon, says, “Employers can
have a significant impact on how much employees
save by educating them on the impact of small changes
in savings rates, creating or expanding automatic
contribution escalation features in 401(k) programs
and setting higher savings targets for matching
contributions and contribution escalation”.
Employers may soon be able to support employees’
savings for retirement by offering multiple employer
plans (MEP), in which businesses join together in a
single retirement plan and are supported by a third
party sponsor. Plan sponsorship would become
more feasible for employers, creating leverage as
costs are driven down across a common platform
and plan design. The result is more opportunity for
organisations to use best-in-class approaches and for
providers to arrange lifetime income for employees.
Communication, including tailored messages highlighting appropriate savings targets for different
employee populations, is an important element of
many employers’ efforts. Employers are also providing
financial wellness education and tools to help
employees budget better and save more.

Singaporean biometrics: compulsory
savings with easy access
In various parts of the globe, encouraging individuals –
employees and retirement plan members – to
participate in the savings process is a key part of
improving retirement outcomes. Singapore’s Central
Provident Fund (CPF) is a compulsory comprehensive
social security system that allows workers to save for
retirement costs, including health care and housing,
and both employees and employers contribute to the
fund.
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Singapore’s government moves to incorporate biometrics to provide citizens easier access to public services.
In 2018, the CPF board redesigned its smartphone app
to allow users to use fingerprints or facial biometrics
to log on – the first government agency to launch
biometrics on a mobile app. Employing biometrics in
the redesigned app allows fund members to easily
access information on their various retirement savings
accounts. The app has also improved its information
display, further increasing ease of use.
“Across the Asia–Pacific region, most aspects of day-today life are done via a mobile device. A logical next step
is the rise of financial wellbeing solutions to help solve
the broader retirement savings challenge. The most
effective approaches are aimed at changing individuals’
behaviours to both money and savings through
incentivising smart habits,” Ashley Palmer explains.

China: taking steps across personal
savings and private pension plans
Investing and incentivising long term savings is also
critical. China, for example, is aiming to tackle both. A
recent survey found less than half of China’s millennial
population has begun to save for retirement. As the
country’s population ages, and as more pressure is
put on the state-run pension system, Chinese officials
have been working to improve the retirement savings
environment.
In August 2018, the China Securities Regulatory Commission approved the country’s first target-date retirement funds. The new offerings, similar to target-date
funds offered in the US, are intended to encourage
Chinese workers to save more for their retirement.
China also rolled out a pilot program aimed at bolstering the country’s private pension plans by
providing preferential tax treatment for contributions
to individual retirement accounts, resembling the
treatment of US 401(k) accounts.

Finding ways to improve the
retirement outlook
Retirement approaches reflect local customs, cultures
and variances in state and private pensions, differing
from country to country. As such, creative ways are
emerging around the globe to help solve the issue.
Indeed, many countries and regions might offer
examples that can be copied elsewhere. “There isn’t a
single answer to this challenge,” says Kevin Wesbroom.
“Understanding emerging approaches is a first step in
addressing aspects of the retirement savings challenge.
Indeed, many might offer examples that can be imitated
elsewhere,” he concludes. p
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Good for you,
good for Africa
As the world shifts, alternative African investment
opportunities are not only growing in global
popularity but in influence too. The regulatory
landscape has changed, allowing for this boom and
partnerships that move our continent forward.
Now, not only do retirement investors have the
opportunity to make wise and diversified investments,
they also have the power to change Africa for the
better. Alternative is clearly the way of the future and
what is retirement investing, if not future-focussed?

STANLIB Multi-Manager is an authorised financial service provider.
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A review
of risk
products is
vital for
financial
inclusion and resilience
2019’s benchmark survey of the retirement funds industry revealed that for many employers
group risk fees rose by upwards of 50% over the past few years as a result of a deterioration
in claims experience across the industry. A combination of factors – from market wide pricing
practices, worsening national health and taxation changes – has led to the increase in costs which
may ultimately result in certain group risk products, like disability cover, becoming unaffordable.
Many believe the industry is at a tipping point and are calling for urgent collaboration and action
from all stakeholders.

G

roup risk products contribute immeasurably to the financial
resilience of retirement fund members by covering them for
disability, dread disease and offering income protection and life
insurance. They fill a vital gap in South Africa where retail risk
products are not widespread in the middle market and are largely absent at the
lower end of the market.
Michele Jennings, CEO of Sanlam Group Risk says as part of its annual survey,
Sanlam asked employee benefits (EB) consultants to identify dominant trends
in the group risk industry. They noted: 1) increases in funeral cover, 2) increases
in rates and 3) the introduction of severe illness benefits. Over half of those
surveyed had experienced large rate increases in the last three years, and 1 out
of 5 saw more claims being repudiated.
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profitability and reduced consumer confidence all
correlate with increased disability claims. SA has
been decreasing in all three factors for the last 10
years.
One of the biggest concerns raised in the 2019
survey – is the counter-intuitive understanding
that our workforce may well be ageing – despite
South Africa having a young population. Jennings
says new jobs aren’t being created at the scale
required to absorb young people. That has the
knock on effect of the average age of the employed
South African workforce steadily rising. “This
means worse morbidity and mortality rates as
the workforce ages – with a 2-10% year-on-year
deterioration possible. The young subsidise the
old and we don’t have as many young people in the
system anymore”.
• The decline in national health: South Africans
scored exceptionally poorly in the Indigo Index for
obesity, alcohol use and life expectancy, amongst
other factors. Plus, our public health facilities are
deteriorating. The outcome? About 84% of South
Africans have very few affordable healthcare
options. This is likely to affect the health of our
working population, especially those reliant on
public healthcare.

Jennings says, “We’ve seen steep rate increases –
sometimes up to 50% – and a firming up of rates across
providers. The increases were partly a correction after
competition drove prices for this commodity down
in the past, but there were many other contributing
factors”.
A key contributor, she says, was just how risky South
Africa is as a nation, “We have the unenviable title
of being the world’s ‘unhealthiest country’ (Indigo
Wellness Index) and sixth ‘drunkest country’ on earth
(World Health Organisation). We also have the most
drunk driving deaths in the world. A risky population is
expensive to insure.
“Consider this. In Australia and the USA, the cost of
disability products led to some of them being withdrawn
from the market. These countries are considerably less
risky than South Africa, so the fact that things became
too expensive for these nations, makes the issues back
home even more worrying,” said Jennings.
Also contributing to the hikes were:
• Economic stagnation: global studies have shown
that higher unemployment, lower corporate
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• Financial stress: 73% of South Africa’s workers
have said they’ve experienced financial stress. This
correlates with the fact that over 60% of children
are raised in single parent households, according
to Stats SA. These stresses can lead to potentially
increased risk of disability and death.
• Pricing behaviour: Market participants and insurers
have both had a role in increasing the risk taken on,
while reducing the premiums paid for that risk. This
is unsustainable.
• Policy changes: The PHI Tax Treatment changed
the tax treatment of disability income replacement
policies in 2015. While before, premiums were
deductible and benefits were taxable, now it’s
switched to premiums no longer being deductible
and benefits being tax free. The unintended
consequence? Increased claims incidence –
especially for claimants above the tax-threshold –
and little incentive for individuals to return to work.
Jennings said these factors have combined to create
a tipping point in the local group risk market. “We are
urging stakeholders to work together to find a way
to sustain the financial inclusion that group disability
products provide. We need to provide meaningful
cover at sustainable rates. We’re in a new normal that
requires new thinking. The onus is on all stakeholders
to be a part of finding the solutions we need”. p
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Investment markets
stumbling but still
standing
Global equity markets are up strongly in the first seven
months of the year, but encountered three stumbling
blocks recently. The first is that the latest data show
that the world economy outside the US is sputtering,
particularly the world’s factories. The JPMorgan
Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index fell further
in July to 49.3 index points, below the neutral level
of 50. Meanwhile, the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) trimmed its outlook for 2019 global growth to
3.2%, the slowest pace of expansion since 2009. It
listed a predictable set of factors weighing on the global
outlook, including the risk of a no-deal Brexit, sluggish
business investment and a weak vehicle market, and of
course the uncertainty around US-China trade talks.

Mid-cycle adjustment
A further stumbling block came from the most eagerly
anticipated interest rate announcement in years. The
US Federal Reserve cut its policy rate by 0.25%, the 14th
central bank to cut in July, but this reduction was more
than priced in. The market was hoping for a stronger

Tariff man strikes again
The US-China trade talks don’t seem to be going well,
judging by US President Trump’s announcement that
he intends slapping 10% tariffs on imports from China
currently not taxed. This is about $300 billion a year
worth of mostly consumer goods, whereas Trump’s
previous tariffs mainly impacted goods used by business
as inputs. In other words, if implemented, it would hit the
pockets of US consumers (and voters). The immediate
market reaction was negative, as can be expected.
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indication that future hikes would be forthcoming.
Instead, Fed Chair Jerome Powell characterised the rate
cut as a “mid-cycle adjustment,” indicating that rates
could fall further if the economic data warranted it, but
that this was not a given.
Chart 1: Major central bank policy interest rates

Source: Refinitiv Datastream
After all, the US economy is still in good shape, outside
of the manufacturing sector. Though growth slowed
in the second quarter, to 2.1% from 3.1% in the first
quarter, it was stronger than expected. In particular,
it reflects healthy levels of consumer spending. It also
showed the biggest contribution from government
spending in years, as fiscal spending contributed. In
a separate development, an agreement between the
Democrat-controlled House of Representatives and the
White House ensures that the debt ceiling will be raised,
with room for $320 billion additional government
spending over two years. The surge in US government
borrowing has been comfortably absorbed by a bond
market starved for safe-assets with a yield.
Government borrowing usually declines late in the economic cycle as a strong economy boosts tax revenues, so
we are in unfamiliar territory. If a recession does hit with

an already wide budget deficit, it could limit the ability
of fiscal policy to respond. But that is a question for
another day. If the US economy is seemingly doing well,
why the rate cut? Firstly, inflation remains low. Personal
consumption inflation on items other than fuel and food
rose 1.6% in the year to June, while the Fed targets
2%. The Fed is concerned about the possibility that
consumers and businesses start believing that inflation
will always be below 2%, and start acting accordingly.
It wants inflation expectations to remain anchored at
2%. Secondly, a soft global economy could spill over to
US shores, and a rate cut aims to pre-empt this. Though
it would not spell it out directly, the implication in the
Fed’s statement was that the uncertainty created by
Trump’s trade wars was a big reason behind its rate
reduction. By upping the ante on China, Trump may
be pushing the Fed to cut more, something he has
demanded they do.

Dollar still strong
Complicating the outlook for the Fed is that the dollar
strengthened to a two-year high. With other central
banks also cutting (or set to cut) rates, the convergence in
rates between the US and its main trading partners seems
less likely. A strong dollar would put further downward
pressure on inflation and hurt US exporters and importcompeting businesses. Generally speaking, the stronger
dollar offsets some of the easing of financial conditions
brought about by the decline in market-linked interest
rates (the 10 year Treasury yield recently fell below 1.9%,
the lowest level since Trump’s election in November
2016). A strong dollar also weighs on the foreign
earnings of US multinationals. With more than half the
S&P 500 companies having reported second quarter
results, year-on-year earnings is marginally positive. This
is despite the very high base set in 2018 by corporate tax
cuts and strong economic growth. An analysis by Refinitiv
shows that companies that earn most of their revenues in
the US posted a solid 6% earnings growth in the second
quarter, while companies that mostly earn revenues
outside the US posted a 9% earnings decline.
Chart 2: Trade-weighted US dollar index

Izak Odendaal
Investment Strategist
Old Mutual Wealth
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Source: Refinitiv Datastream
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With the US market still up 18% year-to-date (and 6%
over one year), despite recent wobbles, there is clearly
an expectation that earnings growth will accelerate in
the second half of the year. Simply put, central bank
easing will have to offset the negative impact of tariff
uncertainty.

Local setbacks
The local equity market also suffered recent setbacks,
but it never had the flying start to the year global
markets did. The FTSE/JSE All Share was negative in
July, declining by 2.4%. The 2019 return of 8.6% to
the end of July 2019 is still decent, though it hasn’t
made up for 2018’s losses and the index remains below
all-time highs. In a smaller and concentrated market
like South Africa’s, stock-specific issues can move the
benchmark. The list of companies that have reported
poor capital allocation decisions, particularly offshore
acquisitions, continues to grow. But macroeconomic
conditions and policy uncertainty also play a role for
the slightly less than half of the local market exposed
to the domestic economy. The IMF cut South Africa’s
growth outlook to only 0.7% this year and 1.1% next
year.
Chart 3: SA and Brazilian total return equity indices

Source: Refinitiv Datastream
The most immediate domestic problem remains Eskom.
Eskom hurts the economy in four principle ways. The
inability to guarantee electricity supply hurts existing
producers and discourages new investments. The
tripling of electricity tariffs in real terms over the past
decade has squeezed consumers and businesses alike,
particularly energy-intensive mines and factories.
The uncertainty this creates weighs on financial
markets, raising borrowing costs. Finally, Eskom is
absorbing funds that could’ve been used elsewhere.
Government borrowing in the current fiscal year could
rise to almost R300 billion to accommodate the Eskom
bailout and disappointing tax revenues. Unlike the US,
borrowing costs are higher than nominal economic
growth, indicating that the current fiscal situation is
not sustainable.
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Usually increased government borrowing (a larger
budget deficit) is considered positive for short term
economic growth. If the borrowed funds are invested
in infrastructure, it is good for longer term growth too.
Unfortunately, rather than doing something ‘useful’
with the cash, it is being used to fund Eskom’s interest
payments. Eskom generates most of its electricity
by burning coal, but in recent times it seems to burn
through cash too. It announced a record R21 billion
loss for the year to end March, largely due to a total
debt burden (interest and capital repayment) of
R69 billion. Its operating costs also jumped, with the
wage bill rising 13%, almost three times the inflation
rate. (To be completely fair to Eskom, it in turn is owed
a staggering R40 billion by municipalities.) Consumers
are increasingly looking for cheaper alternative
sources of electricity and reducing use as far as
possible. Eskom’s sales therefore declined over the
past year. Hiking tariffs to compensate for the resulting
loss in revenue will only chase more customers, in what
has become known as the “utility death spiral” in other
countries. It cannot grow its way out of its problems.
The appointment of a Chief Restructuring Officer is
an important milestone, but ultimately, the biggest
stumbling blocks to restructuring are political and not
technical.

Ratings not the be-all and end-all
Since the government guarantees most of Eskom’s
debt, it is ultimately on the hook. Further credit ratings
downgrades are a possibility, and bonds, rate-sensitive
shares and the rand have come under pressure. How
much do credit ratings really matter though? Here
we might look at the recent case of Brazil. Long bond
yields halved from 16% in early 2016 as inflation fell
from 10% to 3%, and the central bank cut its policy rate
from 14% to 6% over this period. Meanwhile, Brazilian
equities doubled. All this despite tepid economic
growth, government debt growing by 75% and its S&P
credit rating being cut two notches below junk status.
Partly this reflects investor excitement over reforms to
the unsustainable public pension system. However, the
positive impact of these changes will be felt over time
and not so much in the short term. Still, it shows that
markets will latch on to a credible reform story, more
so now that interest rates globally are falling and the
desperate search for yield is on. Unfortunately, South
Africa doesn’t have such a credible reform story at the
moment. This can still change. p

The US-China trade talks don’t seem to
be going well, judging by US President
Trump’s announcement that he intends
slapping 10% tariffs on imports from
China currently not taxed.
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“This is a carefully considered book which not only deals with
all the various tax implications of immigration/emigration but
even has space for a useful chapter on work permits. It is a
most welcome addition to our body of tax literature and will
doubtless be essential reading for anyone advising his or her
client with regard to the tax consequences of migration.”
DM DAVIS
Judge President Competition Appeal Court.
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The rise of
emerging
asset
managers
Most investors may well be aware of the high
level of concentration in the asset management
industry, by the latest estimates, six asset
managers control around 70% of the R9 trillion
in savings and investments in South Africa.
Roughly R3 trillion of this is managed by the Public
Investment Corporation (PIC). In our view this
level of concentration is not ideal.
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To understand how it is that we got to this point
we must cast our minds back about twenty years.
In the late 1990’s, many of today’s household
names were themselves emerging asset managers
or being run like emerging asset managers. By the
year 2000, Foord Asset management had less than
R3 billion in assets under management (AUM),
Prudential Investment Managers had R7 billion in
AUM and Allan Gray had approximately R19 billion
in AUM. These entrepreneurial companies were the
emerging manager “start-ups” who were challenging
the incumbent large life companies. The large life
companies were regarded as the “Goliaths” of the asset
management industry, like Old Mutual (R231 billion in
AUM) and Sanlam (R201 billion in AUM). One of the
fascinations which possibly drew investors to these
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entrepreneurial asset managers was the proverbial
“David vs Goliath” story of the small asset manager
taking on the large incumbent, with the entrepreneurs
demonstrating new ideas, independent thinking and a
nimble ability to deliver outperformance.
At the time, when retirement funds asked their
investment consultants to analyse these “new-kids-onthe-block,” the consultants used the tools available to
them. These tools were focused largely on the analysis
of people, process, philosophy and performance,
combined with a fair amount of gut instinct. Based on
this analysis, clients allocated investments to these
emerging asset managers. Many of these managers
then went on to success and have become today’s
“Goliaths”. However, it was not all that clear at the time
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who would be the winners. There were many managers
who did not do as well – managers like Quaystone,
Abvest and Sage no longer exist, or exist in a different
form, today. Retirement funds were faced with difficult
decisions which had to be made based on the best
information they had on hand at the time.
Over the past 20 years, as these asset managers
grew, our due diligence techniques and methodology
improved. Consultants introduced systems to assist in
their analysis of asset managers and gained a deeper
understanding of the asset manager operational
requirements. In this time, business models also
changed. In the early 2000’s asset managers usually
started with a fully staffed investment management
team of analysts as well as administration and legal
capability – a highly capital intensive exercise. Many
lessons were learned from the asset managers in the
early 2000’s – from both those who made it and those
who did not. Today, though still capital intensive, the
business model has changed. Entrepreneurs are able
to start up a new asset management business with a
small team of investment professionals and are able
to outsource most of the non-investment related
activities. These businesses can attract assets and
become successful asset management houses.
So why is it that of the roughly R6 trillion available to
private asset management companies to manage, less
than ten percent is managed by transformed asset
managers? And interestingly, many of the emerging
asset managers in the industry today happen to be
transformed managers? These statistics are the source
of much debate and lobbying, both in the industry and
to the financial services regulator for more regulatory
action (and even discussions about prescribed allocations to transformed asset managers). One thing is
certain, performance cannot be used as an excuse
for why so few assets have flowed to transformed
asset managers, because many of these managers have
proven to deliver competitive returns relative to the
established asset management houses.
The question is then: How do we meaningfully start
to move the dial for the transformed asset managers
in the asset management industry to a point where
we see a higher allocation of assets to good asset
managers who happen to have good transformation
credentials? Perhaps the answer lies in looking at what
barriers exist that are preventing true and unbiased
competition within the asset management industry
in South Africa. Two possible barriers for the lack of
transformation are fear of change and comfort with the
status quo. If we were to overcome these two barriers,
would we start to see a more meaningful change in
attitudes towards transformed managers resulting in
more flows to these managers and thus avoid creating
artificial demand.
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In building that case for emerging asset managers,
the theory for investing with these managers is sound
and has academic grounding. These managers have a
greater opportunity set because of their size relative
to the market and they can take advantage of possible
opportunities in the small and mid cap segment of
the equity market. They tend to have smaller teams
who generally can make faster decisions. They can
implement portfolio changes fast and without moving
the market. There is also a good alignment of interests
with their investors as the managers are invested in
their long term survival and thus tend to make longer
term decisions. Knowing that these advantages exist
with these managers, do we know what the landscape
of transformed managers looks like and what constitutes a transformed manager?
For the purposes of creating a universe of transformed
asset managers, let’s look at only one filter, that
being Black ownership greater than 50%. There
are further filters which allow investors to dig even
further into the true transformative nature of the asset
manager, like the percentage of Black representation
at board of directors level, at management level and at
portfolio management level. Based on the first filter
however, we have created a list of approximately fifty
transformed asset managers in South Africa. The most
interesting observation is that more than half of all
transformed managers have AUM of between R0 and
R5 billion.
Some of the greatest challenges faced by these
managers are their limitations in the number of
relationships they have with decision makers and asset
allocators. They have limited resources and budgets for
activities like advertising and marketing, which does
bring in the argument for smarter technology savvy
options, but remains a major stumbling block. Some
have track records shorter than 3 years, which is the
average time period asset allocators look for when
assessing asset managers. Then there is the fact that
their brands are simply unknown.
Have retirement fund trustees placed enough emphasis on looking for emerging asset managers and have
they really asked the difficult questions of their
consultants to put forward the names of emerging
asset managers who have an above average possibility
of delivering outperformance? By researching these
managers, we can start breaking down the fear of the
unknown and move to a place where our comfort zone
includes today’s unknown names. The first step is to
start relationships with these managers giving them
the opportunity to show the deep level of expertise
which resides in their businesses demonstrating
their consistency in asset management and so build
trust. p
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Investment implications
of climate change for
pension funds
A

recent publication by a prominent global investment multi manager has revealed the stark
realities of the impact of climate change on the
planet, with devastating consequences on virtually
everything from daily lives, to agricultural production
and water resources.

According to the report, a two degree rise in temperature would result in significant losses between
now and 2030 in coal, oil and gas, resulting in
opportunities for higher returns on renewable energy
investments.

Investing in a Time of Climate Change – The Sequel 2019
represents three climate change scenarios: a 2°C, 3°C
and 4°C average warming increase on pre-industrial
level. This showcases the expected impacts of natural
catastrophes and resource availability for each
temperature increase.
Degrees

Impact

2

Outside human experience and
meaningful physical damage

3

Not seen for 3 million years, highly
disruptive physical damages

4

Not seen for 10 million years, severe
physical damages

Source Mercer: Investing in a Time of Climate Change –
The Sequel 2019
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Premal Ranchod, Manager Research Analyst and ESG
(environmental, social and governance) champion at
Alexander Forbes Investments, contextualises these
facts:
“If a child with a two degree rise in temperature is
fever struck, imagine how an unabated temperature
rise affects the planet, including its fauna and
flora. Extreme weather patterns affect agriculture
production and water resources, ultimately affecting
the sustainability of society and the environment. It’s
just a matter of time until these tangible effects begin
to influence asset classes and therefore investment
returns. South Africa is already a water-scarce country
and agricultural output is a key contributor to the gross
domestic product of the economy”.
Three degrees of warmiºng would cause negative
returns for almost every sector, including financials,
agriculture, industrials and consumer staples. The
damage would be irreversible should we continue
ignoring the signs up to 2030.
“The current trajectory could put us beyond a temperature that humans have ever experienced, at some
point in the next 30 years. The last time the global
mean surface temperature was comparable to today
was more than 100 000 years ago. The last time CO2
concentrations were as high as today (over 400 parts
per million) was three to four million years ago, and the
last time the world was 4°C warmer was more than 10
million years ago. It’s possible that we could reach 4°C of
warming by the end of the century. Humans have never
existed in a warmer time,” says Ranchod.
According to independent scientific analysis produced
by Climate Action Tracker (CAT), South Africa is falling
short of its commitments made at the Paris Accord
in 2016. Therefore, a paradigm shift is required in
the South African asset management industry to take
quality longer term investment decisions.
The Pension Funds and Climate Risk report by activist
organisations Just Share/Client Earth and accompanying legal opinion from law firm Fasken require
South African pension fund boards to consider climate
change risks in their investment decisions. A failure
to consider material risks arising from climate change
would likely amount to a breach of fiduciary duty by
the board of a pension fund, under both regulatory
frameworks and common law principles. Although not
binding and ruling, Ranchod acknowledges the spirit
of the report and opinion as well as the conversations
that it has prompted in the industry.
He recommends that retirement funds can practically
begin managing these risks by considering the
following:
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• Beliefs → ESG policy → Process → Portfolio
A retirement fund board of trustees should define
their investment beliefs and philosophies, including
those around responsible investment. These beliefs
should be articulated in the fund’s investment policy.
The investment portfolios chosen and offered
to members should be managed and reviewed in
accordance with the trustees’ policy.
• Be an active steward (active ownership and voting
practices)
Boards and investment managers should use their
influence as shareholders to positively affect a
company’s conduct, through engagement and
proxy voting. Do not stop there; it is more critical
to disclose the voting outcomes and reasons for
supporting or going against matters.
• Allocate to thematic investment
Trustees should give greater consideration to investing in assets specifically related to sustainability,
such as solar, wind, geothermal energy, sustainable
infrastructure, impact investing and green bonds. In
addition, retirement fund trustees should ensure that
there is a reporting framework in place that assists
in monitoring and measuring the real impact these
investments are having.
• Use positive and negative screening
Investment managers should consider including or
excluding companies from share selection according
to climate change criteria, for example distinguishing
between low and high carbon investments. And
retirement fund trustees should interrogate their
appointed investment managers’ philosophies and
strategies around share selection more robustly,
particularly around sustainability and other ESG
factors.
• Disclose carbon exposures and carbon tax valuation
Legislation should provide that listed companies
disclose their carbon exposures and taxes. Investors
would then be in a position to integrate these
financial measures in their assessment of the value
they attribute to the companies.
“The South African pension fund industry and average
fund member is probably underequipped to attend
to these risks, but attempting to be proactive around
climate change is helpful to long term fund solvency and
is encouraged by the regulatory environment. Being
conscious of where the rands and cents of pension funds
are ultimately going will encourage more sustainable
allocation of assets,” concludes Ranchod. p
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New study reveals SA
investors’ unrealistic
expectations
Expectation is said to be the root of all
disappointment, which seems to be the case
for South African investors as of late. This
is according to the latest Schroders Global
Investor Study, which, after surveying over
25,000 investors across 32 countries, found
that South African expectations of future
earnings are significantly higher than the
majority of their global counterparts.
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D

oug Abbott, Schroders South Africa, Country
Head, notes that these high expectations are
despite the fact that most local respondents
failed to achieve their investment objectives
over the past five years.

their expectations. He points to Schroders’ latest
predictions of ten-year returns to 2028, compared to
returns over the ten years to 2018, which show that
future returns from market indices on a global level
may be limited.

“The research shows that over the next five years,
South African investors expect to make an average
annual total return (income and capital growth) of
13.8%, which is more than 3% higher than global
investors’ expectations (10.7%). These relatively
high expectations are despite the fact that six-in-ten
(59%) South Africans feel they didn’t achieve their
investment objectives over the past five years, which is
higher than global investors (51%)”.

“After almost a decade of strong stock market returns,
which has seen many investors become used to good
returns from global equities in particular, our return
expectations for the next ten years show that stock
market indices’ returns are likely to be lower than those
experienced in the past decade. In the US, the equity
market is predicted to weaken from 13.9% a year on
average to 7% a year, while in the UK and European
markets, equity returns are expected to lessen from
8.8% and 9.5% to 4.6% and 5.1%, respectively.

Abbott suggests that the expectations being exhibited
by local investors are due to the good long term
returns that South Africans have been able to achieve
from equity markets historically, and the need to
achieve returns that can beat higher inflation rates
than developed markets.
Unfortunately, Abbott says that globally and in
South Africa, investors may need to manage their
expectations, as future returns may not match
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The implication of this widening gap between expectations and reality is simple, says Abbott. “Expectations
need to be reassessed, but there are still attractive
opportunities for investors who take the right approach.
We believe that factors such as asset allocation, access
to multiple sources of return, active stock selection and
risk management will be critical in meeting the goals of
investors over the next decade,” he concludes. p
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Remaining invested
through tough economic
cycles will help
employees’ retirement
outcomes
Retirement fund members invested in more aggressive portfolios
delivering poor returns during certain market cycles may be tempted to
make emotional, short term decisions. Financial advisers play a key role
in helping members to avoid hasty portfolio changes that reduce the
probability of reaching their long term retirement goals.
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his is according to Nashalin Portrag, Head
of FundsAtWork at Momentum Corporate,
who says that many South Africans face a
bleak retirement because they are either not
saving enough, are following an inappropriate
investment strategy or making knee jerk investment
decisions when markets are under pressure.
“One way of increasing retirement savings is targeting
returns that are well above inflation. Aggressive
portfolios typically target inflation plus 7% over 7 year
rolling periods. Our modelling shows it is necessary to
invest up to 85% of the assets in local and global equities
and property to generate the targeted return. With this,
however, comes learning to live with the short term
volatility associated with these assets”.
While these growth assets may be volatile, Portrag
adds that they are an essential part of the asset mix
needed to deliver inflation beating returns. “Historical
performance shows they usually outperform inflation
by a good margin over the long term. However, over
the short term, aggressively constructed portfolios can
deliver very low or even negative returns”.
“Members invested in these types of portfolios need to
take comfort in the fact that the portfolio is highly likely
to recover and deliver inflation beating returns over the
long term. However, members often overreact and make
an emotional decision to move their assets to another
investment portfolio,” he says.
Professional financial advice is critical in helping
members to understand the implications of moving
their assets between investment portfolios when
disappointed by short term returns. Portrag stresses
that if members stay invested, there is a good chance
they will recover the lost value. However, selling means
there is no chance the loss will be recouped. “Also,
selling and ‘locking in losses’ means having to re-enter

the market with an investment that has decreased in
value,” he highlights.
Global research over many years shows that investors
who stick to a carefully constructed, long term investment strategy and avoid knee jerk decisions when
returns in the short term are poor, outperform investors
who make too many changes based on short term
market volatility.
Members’ retirement fund savings are often invested
into many listed companies which are unlikely to do
as well as what we would see when the economy is
doing well. “This would certainly have a negative impact
on their retirement investments, especially if the low
economic growth becomes a long term trend. The
average retirement fund member will therefore have
to invest more to reach their goal of a comfortable
retirement”.
“However, if a retirement fund follows an outcomes
based investment strategy, the fund would make
provisions for short term fluctuations in investment
values. Retirement fund trustees, asset managers and
asset consultants would ensure that investments are
well diversified to achieve the long term goals to soften
the blow of these short term fluctuations,” says Portrag.
Outcomes based investing doesn’t focus only on the
inflation plus targets of the various portfolios but also
on the volatility of the journey. Solutions are crafted
by considering members’ needs and risk tolerance,
defining a goal (usually an inflation plus objective) and
an appropriate timeframe to achieve the objective.
The approach improves the probability of the portfolio
delivering on its ultimate objective and members
achieving their desired retirement outcome.
Finally, Portrag highlights that while it is important
for members to have a solid long term investment
strategy, which often means riding out the market ‘ups
and downs’, it’s also important to regularly review this
strategy with a financial adviser. “This is particularly
important as members approach retirement. Members
should work closely with their financial adviser to align
their investment strategy before retirement with their
strategy during retirement”.
“Financial advisers need to remind members in aggressive portfolios that, despite market volatility and poor
short term returns, members need to keep calm and stay
the course,” concludes Portrag. p

Nashalin Portrag
Head of FundsAtWork
Momentum Corporate
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Members’ retirement fund savings are often
invested into many listed companies which are
unlikely to do as well as what we would see when
the economy is doing well.
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RDR calls for a
more outcomesbased approach
from advisers
The phased implementation of the Retail
Distribution Review (RDR) is well underway
in South Africa, with suitability of financial
products to a customer’s needs remaining
a core focal point. This means that the
burden on financial advisers to recommend
appropriate solutions for their clients’
investment objectives will continue to
increase.
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Paul Nixon
Head of Technical Marketing and
Behavioural Finance
Momentum Investments
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Nixon advises. Some of these tools provide a means
of assessing a portfolio’s track record in delivering a
stated investment objective, thus assisting advisers
with all three of the above RDR objectives.
“These tools ensure that investment funds are
suitable in terms of the client’s investment outcome;
they enables customers to understand and compare
funds in terms of their ability to reach their desired
investment outcome; and they enhance the standards
of professionalism in the industry by creating more
consistent client outcomes,” he explains.
Nixon provides the example of a client walking into a
practitioner’s office in Sandton or Sasolburg with the
same investment need. “Regardless of location, the
client should receive a similar solution set. The use of
a reputable tool with a gold standard creates predictability and also enables relevant communication and
content for advisers to use when engaging with their
clientele”.
This includes educating clients on their behavioural
biases and ensuring they stay on track to reaching
their investment goals, he says. “Clients need to
understand that if their goals haven’t changed,
neither should their investment strategy. This is why
investment management decisions should be left
to fund managers, and if there is enough reason to
change strategy, it should be done at a fund level by the
associated professionals.

A

s such, Paul Nixon, Head of Technical Marketing and Behavioural Finance at Momentum
Investments, believes that local financial
advisers need to migrate away from a purely
investment management approach, and embrace more
of a financial coaching role, in order to survive in a
post-RDR world.
“Picking funds based on historical performance or
brand alone will no longer represent a rigorous enough
process in solving clients’ investment outcomes.
Advisers will now need to demonstrate the delivery
of suitable products and advice for each of their
customers,” says Nixon.
In addition to ensuring suitability to customer needs,
other RDR objectives include greater transparency
and enhanced standards of professionalism in financial
advice, he notes. “RDR aims to enable customers to
understand and compare the nature, value and cost of
advice and other services intermediaries provide, while
building consumer confidence and trust”.
“Tools are now available to support advisers in shifting
the conversation away from market benchmarks,”
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“The currently available tools are able to compare a
portfolio to all other registered portfolios in South
Africa and provide visual evidence that supports the
adviser in moving the conversation away from market
benchmarks. This ultimately empowers advisers to talk
to their clients about the things that really matter, in
terms of RDR regulations,” he explains.
Interestingly, Nixon notes that the shift in consumer
needs is very much overlapping this legislative
requirement and may have an even bigger impact on
practitioners who are slow to adapt. “Customers are
more educated and more aware of fees and are even
exploring alternative distribution channels and advice
models”.
“The value of financial advice will therefore be defined
by the depth of the relationship and support that
an adviser will give to a client. This change in value
proposition represents a significant paradigm shift and
requires meaningful support from the industry players
and learning the requisite skills to practice in this new
environment. We believe that the development and
ongoing refinement of the tools available to financial
advisers will play a pivotal role in providing this
support,” he concludes. p
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Retirement
Annuities 101

nsuring that you are in a good financial position
when you decide to retire one day should be a
top financial planning priority from the day you
start earning an income. There are a number of
vehicles in which to invest your retirement savings.

the individual investor reaches the age of 55,” explains
Johan Botha from Aon South Africa’s Employee Benefits
division.
An RA differs from retirement funds in that an employer/employee relationship is not required, an

Many people will have a pension or provident fund as
part of the employee benefits offered by their employer.
For individuals or the self-employed, a retirement
annuity (RA) is a tax effective retirement investment
vehicle for those who do not have a pension or
provident fund provided by an employer. In addition,
many people who have pension or provident funds
supplement their retirement savings with an additional
RA to ensure they have enough for retirement.
“An RA is a voluntary pension plan that an individual
can belong to if the person complies with the minimum
requirements, which normally constitutes a signed
agreement to implement the RA, acceptance of the
agreement by the service provider and payment of
contributions either on a recurring or once off basis.
RAs are normally offered by large financial institutions
such as life assurance companies and certain investment
companies and the funds within an RA are locked in until
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individual investor chooses to save for his retirement on
a voluntary basis. “Membership to a pension or provident
fund normally ceases when the individual’s employment
is terminated for whatever reason. On termination of
employment, the individual then has a number of options
available to them with regards to the reinvesting of their
member credit in the retirement fund. His or her member
credit could be reinvested within the fund (if allowed in
the rules) or transferred into an option such as an RA
to ensure that the individual continues to preserve or
safeguard their retirement income. There are also other
alternatives as well, such as preservation funds. Taking
their member credit in cash should really be the last
resort,” Johan adds.
“The purpose of a retirement annuity is to provide a
monthly income once you reach retirement age. On
retirement, you will then have the option of taking one
third of the benefit amount in cash with the remainder
of the funds being reinvested to provide a monthly
pay-out or annuity; or you can reinvest the full benefit
amount from which to draw a monthly income,” says
Johan.

What happens to my RA when I die?
While still alive, the RA member will be the sole
beneficiary of its benefits. “However, if you were to pass
away before accessing your RA benefits, then the total
fund value becomes payable as a death benefit, of which,
under current legislation, the first R500 000 is tax free
with the balance of the benefit taxed according to a
sliding scale. If you are already drawing a monthly sum,
the availability of any benefit to be paid to beneficiaries
will depend on the type of annuity that was purchased.
“According to the Income Tax Act of 1962, an RA is
excluded from a person’s estate at the death of the
member, which is why the nomination of a beneficiary
on your retirement annuity is vital. The process of
allocating benefits will be driven by Section 37C of the
Pension Funds Act, which in most cases means that the
benefits will be paid out to your appointed beneficiaries
and financial dependants in compliance with the Act,
without attracting any estate duty or executors’ fees,”
says Johan.
According to Section 37C of the Pension Funds Act,
there are three types of beneficiaries that may exist on
an RA:
• Legal dependants – would include spouses, fiancées,
children (born and to be born) or parents.
• De facto dependants – based on the facts of the
situation this could be brothers or sisters, their children or a third party that the member is supporting
financially.
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• Nominees – a person you would like to nominate as
beneficiary but who is not necessarily a dependant.
The Trustees of a retirement annuity fund will then be
tasked with:
Step 1:

Identifying all these parties.

Step 2:

Determining whether or not these parties
are/were truly dependant on the deceased
on date of allocation of the benefit or would
have become dependent had the deceased
not passed away.

Step 3:

Making an equitable allocation of the money
that is available. In this process you will normally find that trustees would also consider
other allocations such as the terms of a will
or other assurance. Minor children could
receive more than major children; some
dependants might be excluded due to the
greater need of others based on the amount
that is available for distribution, for example.

When you complete your RA nomination form, it is
very important to consider who you support financially
and who relies on you for their livelihood and daily
living costs.

What happens when children are
involved?
There are numerous important aspects to consider
when children, particularly minor children, are
involved. “Children normally receive their allocations
in cash when they reach the age of 18 unless otherwise
specified by the beneficiary. If a minor child is allocated
a benefit from an RA, the biological parent (if still alive)
will receive the benefit on behalf of the minor, unless
that parent is found to be unfit to manage the money
on behalf of the minor or where the parent instructs
that the money be invested in a vehicle such as a trust
or beneficiary fund. If any other party is involved other
than the parent, the money will normally be invested in
a beneficiary fund and the legal guardian will receive
an allowance,” Johan explains.
“It is highly advisable to discuss your retirement plans
with a professional advisor who will be able to give you
guidance on the regulatory and tax implications that
could have an enormous impact on what you finally
end up with when you retire one day. Consulting with
an expert in retirement planning who can provide you
with knowledge, expertise and impartial professional
advice is one of the best decisions you can make in
planning for a financially secure retirement,” concludes
Johan. p
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Settling with SARS –
Revisiting some practical
perspectives
C

an there be a settlement with SARS if an
objection was raised out of time? What are the
advantages of reaching a settlement? What are
the costs of not resolving a dispute? Our article provides
enlightenment.

in a reported judgment? What might this imply about
other less conspicuous aspects of how the taxpayer’s
financial affairs are being managed?

Under the right circumstances, negotiating a settlement
with SARS can save a taxpayer a lot of proverbial blood,
sweat and tears – not to mention money, or the angst
inevitably instilled in its victims by the litigious process.

Reaching a successful settlement with SARS is a taxpayer’s only hope of finding the litigant’s holy grail: the
make-it-all-go-away-button. So, unless the taxpayer
is very certain indeed about its prospects in court,
settlement should always be included in strategic planning
when a court battle with SARS appears on the horizon.

Less visceral considerations are also likely to be crucial:
what will investors think should they come to read about
senior management’s inability to deal with tax liabilities

It is therefore useful to brush up on the requirements
that must be met before SARS and the taxpayer may
validly commence settlement negotiations.

Joon Chong
Partner
Webber Wentzel

Ruan Kotze
Advocate
Cape Bar
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Disputes and prospects of settlement
in terms of the Tax Administration Act
Chapter 9 of the Tax Administration Act deals with
dispute resolution and covers everything from
the objection and appeal stage through the various
forums of the tax board, tax court and appeal courts,
culminating in Part F which contains the legislative
framework for the settlement of disputes.
A dispute is defined in section 142 as “a disagreement
on the interpretation of either the relevant facts
involved or the law applicable thereto, or both the facts
and the law, which arises pursuant to the issue of an
assessment or the making of a ‘decision’.”
To “settle” means “to resolve a ‘dispute’ by compromising
a disputed liability, otherwise than by way of either
SARS or the person concerned accepting the other
party’s interpretation of the facts or the law applicable
to those facts or of both the facts and the law, and
‘settlement’ must be construed accordingly”.
The fact that a dispute is a threshold requirement
for a settlement gives rise to the first issue often
encountered by taxpayers, namely, SARS’ approach to
objections that have been filed late (see in this regard
Interpretation Note 15 Issue 5).

such condonation decisions are made by SARS) says
nothing about certain objections being too late for
consideration.
As mentioned above, the only qualification (contained
in section 105) is that the extension may not be for a
period exceeding another 30 days unless exceptional
circumstances are present.
The fact that the Act makes provision for the existence
of exceptional circumstances surely leaves the door
open for the bona fide tardy taxpayer. This argument is
fortified by section 93(2) of the Act which provides that
SARS may reduce an assessment despite the fact that no
objection has been lodged or appeal noted.
Bearing in mind, however, the dire consequences and
additional battles that the late submission of objections
is likely to precipitate, taxpayers should guard against
such eventuality at all costs.
Once an objection has been filed and accepted as valid,
sections 145 and 146 of the Act describe the circumstances under which settlement will be inappropriate or
appropriate, respectively.
According to section 145, settlement will be
inappropriate where:

In terms of the Act, an objection must be submitted
within 30 business days of the impugned assessment
(or other decision). Where this is not done, provision is
made for the taxpayer to request an extension of the
period within which to lodge the objection, provided
that reasonable grounds can be demonstrated to explain
the failure to lodge timeously. A senior SARS official may
not, however, grant an extension in excess of a further
30 days unless exceptional circumstances are found to
exist.

• The circumstances envisaged in section 146 do not
exist and –

In practice, where objections are filed far outside the
range of these time periods – as they sometimes are
months afterwards – SARS tends to adopt the position
that the objection is too late to be viable and that no
valid dispute has therefore arisen.

– the taxpayer has failed to comply with the
provisions of a tax Act, and such non-compliance
is serious in nature;

This leads directly to the taxpayer’s next disappointment: SARS deems itself unable to consider settlement
as no settlement can take place in the absence of a
dispute.
In our view, this approach is unjustifiable for two main
reasons:
• “Dispute” is defined with reference to the existence
of a disagreement, not the filing of an objection.
• Section 104 of the Act (on strength of which all
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– intentional tax evasion/fraud has been perpetrated;
– settlement would be contrary to the law of a
practice generally prevailing in the absence of
exceptional circumstances to justify a departure
therefrom; or

• It is in the public interest to have judicial clarification
of the issue and the case is appropriate for this
purpose; or
• The pursuit of the matter through the courts will
significantly promote taxpayer compliance with a tax
Act and the case is suitable for this purpose.
Two aspects are noteworthy: firstly, the three instances
in which section 145 will be triggered are listed
disjunctively and the presence of any one will thus be
sufficient to render settlement inappropriate under the
circumstances. Secondly, serious non-compliance with a
tax Act does not per se preclude settlement and will only
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do so if the circumstances envisaged in section 146 are
additionally not found to be present.
On a more positive note, settlement will be appropriate
in terms of section 146 if it is to the best advantage
of the state and it is fair and equitable to both parties,
having regard to –
• Whether the settlement would be in the interest of
good management of the tax system, overall fairness,
and the best use of SARS’ resources;
• SARS’ cost of litigation in comparison to the possible
benefits with reference to the prospects of success in
court;

damage that a taxpayer risks when litigating against
SARS. Although proceedings in the tax court are
confidential (the court sits in camera and its judgments
do not name the taxpayer), it is in practice often rather
easy for those in the know to deduce who was involved.
Indeed, the avid reader can gain a lot of practical
experience (vicariously of course) relating to the
structuring and strategising of big business transactions
(and big businessmen and women) by keeping a close
eye on the jurisprudence of the tax court and the
appeals flowing from it.
The confidentiality that the taxpayer enjoys in the tax
court is moreover unique to that court and does not
extend to courts of appeal (either a full bench of the
High Court or the Supreme Court of Appeal).

• Whether there are any –
– Complex factual issues in contention; or
– Evidentiary difficulties,
which are sufficient to make the case problematic
in outcome or unsuitable for resolution through the
alternative dispute resolution procedures or the
court;
• A situation in which a participant or a group of
participants in a tax avoidance arrangement has
accepted SARS’ position in the dispute, in which case
the settlement may be negotiated in an appropriate
manner required to unwind existing structures and
arrangements; or
• Whether settlement of the dispute is a cost effective
way to promote compliance with a tax Act by the
person concerned or a group of taxpayers.
The circumstances which are conducive to the conclusion of a settlement agreement are therefore cast in
broad terms and should, in theory at least, create ample
room for successful negotiations outside of court. In
practice, however, as with any settlement, much will
depend on the human factor.

Considering settlement from the
taxpayer’s point of view
Moving beyond the technicalities of the Tax Administration Act, there are at least three other factors which
a taxpayer would do well to consider when deciding
whether or not to attempt settlement in a dispute with
SARS.

Confidentiality
The first consideration harks back to what was said in
the introduction regarding the possible reputational
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Concerns for confidentiality may thus be a valid reason
for tax managers to opt for settlement, perhaps especially so in the case of unlisted companies that are not
obliged to issue cautionary SENS announcements.

Reporting contingent liabilities
The second factor worthy of consideration relates to the
dictates of International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS), which requires provisions to be raised in financial
statements having regard to the prospects of success of
litigious disputes. Contingent liabilities stemming from
pending litigation serve to create financial uncertainty
that could span years and are unwelcome additions to
any financial statements.

Hidden costs
This aspect leads directly into the final, and perhaps
most obvious, consideration: the inevitably high cost of
litigation. This cost should not only be gauged in rands
and cents but taxpayers should be mindful of the hidden
costs of human capital. Time-consuming litigation may
well engage many taxpayer employees – often those
most crucial to the decision-making operations of the
business – and preoccupy them with non-incomegenerating tasks. These tasks include consulting with
attorneys and counsel, preparing to enter the witness
box (which is likely to exert stresses of its own) and then
spending days, if not weeks, in court.

Final thoughts
Settlement can therefore be an attractive and effective
mechanism of the dispute resolution machinery of the Tax
Administration Act. Astute taxpayers should take time to
consider all the disadvantageous consequences and costs
of litigation carefully before marching off to court, for, to
borrow from Steinbeck: “all war is a symptom of man’s
failure as a thinking animal”. p
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Legal
Update
1. Supreme Court of Appeal case: when must a
person be a dependant to be eligible for an
allocation under section 37C?

Fundsatwork Umbrella Pension Fund v Guarnieri and Others, delivered on
31 May 2019.
On 22 February 2014, Mr Massimiliano Guarnieri (deceased member), a
member of the Fundsatwork Umbrella Pension Fund (the Fund), was killed
in a motor vehicle accident. He was still married to Mrs Guarnieri, although
they had been living apart and she had commenced divorce proceedings.
They had a major son and a major daughter. The deceased member was
survived by his mother, Mrs Guarnieri Snr, who was then 71 years old and
suffering from emphysema.
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The board’s allocation:

42% : Mrs Guarnieri Snr
37% : Mrs Guarnieri
8% : deceased member’s
son
13% : deceased member’s
daughter

Mrs Guarnieri Snr died four days before the decision
was made by the Board.
Mrs Guarnieri challenged the distribution of that
portion of the death benefit awarded to Mrs Guarnieri
Snr as she wanted an allocation of that portion to
herself and her children. The Pension Funds Adjudicator
ordered the Fund to reconsider its decision. The Fund
did so and made the same allocation decision as it did
previously. The matter eventually ended up in the
Supreme Court of Appeal.

The main question in front of the court
To answer the question of whether Mrs Guarnieri Snr
was a dependant or not, the court had to determine:
At what stage must a person be a dependant in order to be
entitled to participate in a distribution under section 37C
of the Pension Funds Act? Is it:

Circumstances change
The court pointed out that practically speaking, the
twelve month period set out in section 37C means that,
in the course of the period of investigation, factual
circumstances change where a person’s circumstances
could get better or worse, for example: a dependent
child may attain their majority, there may be a windfall
gain on the national lottery, a person may lose their job
or an elderly and ill relative may die.

A fund has an obligation to keep up-todate with facts
The court pointed out that it was the Fund’s obligation
to keep itself abreast of the situation and to check the
facts are accurate.
If this is done then the allocations to dependants whose
circumstances have deteriorated or improved can be
taken into account, even to the extent of them becoming
dependants or losing their dependancy status.

Life expectancy
The court was of the view that the Fund should have
taken into account the life expectancy of Mrs Guarnieri
Snr.
Dependancy must be determined at the time the
allocation decision is made by the board AND the
person must still be dependant when the distribution
is made.
The court said that:

* We have interpreted (c) to mean the date that the
distribution is paid to the dependant.
The Fund’s contention was that the determination of
dependency had to be made at the date of death of the
member and that subsequent changes in circumstances
of dependants should be ignored by it.
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“Given all these considerations of language, purpose
and practicality, in my view, the proper construction
of s 37C(1)(a) is that the time at which to determine
who is a dependant for the purpose of distributing a
death benefit is when that determination is made,
and furthermore, the person concerned must still be a
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beneficiary at the time when the distribution is made*”.
(Own emphasis.)
(* Note that we have interpreted “distribution is made”
to mean distribution is paid.)

Dismissed with costs
The appeal was dismissed with costs.

2. FSCA Communication 2 of 2019:
exemptions for hybrid annuities in
an annuity strategy
The Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) issued
this notice on 1 August 2019. The notice is guidance to
the industry.

A default annuity strategy
Most retirement funds, where the rules enable a member to elect an annuity, have to have a default annuity
strategy in place for retiring members. The FSCA
refers to the default annuity strategy as representing
a fund’s best proposal for the average member of that
fund in order to assist those members who do not feel
comfortable making their own decision at retirement.

Hybrid annuities
Hybrid annuities offer a combination of a living and
guaranteed life annuity in a single product solution.
Whilst the FSCA has no objection to funds including
hybrid annuities in their annuity strategy, the Authority
is of the view that hybrid annuities included in an
annuity strategy require an exemption from the FSCA.
Thus, in summary, if you want to include a hybrid annuity
in your annuity strategy you need to apply to the FSCA
for an exemption (and comply with the conditions of the
exemption).
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How do we go about getting an
exemption?
• The fund will need to apply to the FSCA for an
exemption.
• There is a prescribed form for the exemption
request (available on the FSCA’s website).
• There are conditions that the fund will have to
comply with to qualify for the exemption. These
conditions are set out below.

Conditions for exemption
The fund must show that:
1. Retirement benefit counselling took place and that:
It was done “in person”. The ordinary dictionary
meaning of “in person” requires the person to
be actually personally present. This requires the
retirement counselling to be done with the retiring
member present. (This is an onerous condition
and this may require discussion with the FSCA).
Counselling must be recorded in writing and signed
by the parties or recorded;
2. The nature of the hybrid annuity was explained in
clear and easily understandable language;
3. Specific emphasis was placed on the fact that
the member cannot transfer his/her life annuity
portfolio to another life insurer;
4. The member accepted this restriction in writing;
and
5. The member was advised he/she will be allowed
to transfer their hybrid annuity to another service
provider (if the service provider will accept it) every
12 months. p
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ACTUARIES & CONSULTANTS

NBC HOLDINGS PROPRIETARY LIMITED
ACTUARIES, CONSULTANTS, ADMINISTRAORS & RISK MANAGERS
FSP NO 991

office 011 206 0000
info@ nbc.co.za
Max Maisela Park, 22 Ridge Road
Parktown, Johannesburg
www.nbc.co.za

Cadiant Partners
Consultants & Actuaries
A firm of independent professionals, advising on Retirement
Benefits, Healthcare, Investments and the provision of
Actuarial Services.
Telephone: 011 783 1620
Fax:
011 783 1694

ACTUARIES & CONSULTANTS

“Integrity, Credibility, Passion”
Experienced, wholly independent
consulting and actuarial services as part
of quality fund administration.
Tel: (011) 643 4520
Fax: (011) 643 4535
2 Hermitage Terrace, Richmond 2092
PO Box 3041, Houghton, South Africa, 2041
Email: home@robsav.com
Website: www.robsav.com

INDEPENDENT ACTUARIES AND
CONSULTANTS
Do you need independent actuarial & investment advisory
services that is understandable and provided by a skilled,
professional & experienced team?
To find out more about the impartial, customised actuarial &
investment advice that we can offer you, please contact us:

Postal Address: Private Bag X24, Sandton 2146

Asim Gani (MD)
Email: asim@iac.co.za

Contact: Virgilio da Silva
Email: virgiliod@cadiant.co.za

National number 0861 333 820
Website: www.iac.co.za

It’s been a
year of change
But you can always count on our trusted tax
annuals for completely up-to-date insights
into the intricacies of South African tax law.

LexisNexis.co.za/tax-pw

Cape Town
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Market leaders in:
Ÿ Trustee and member educa on
Ÿ Independent trustee services
Ÿ Death beneﬁt consul ng
Ÿ Specialist communica on
Ÿ Tracing services
TEL:
FAX:
ADDRESS:

EMAIL:
WEBSITE:

INVESTMENT CONSULTING
AND TRUSTEE SERVICES

+2711 656 1160/087 702 3800
+2711 656 1165
Block D, Country Club Estate Office Park
21 Woodlands Drive
Woodmead, Sandton, 2080
weild@icts.co.za
www.icts.co.za

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT CONSULTING

Death Beneﬁts
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

INVESTMENT CONSULTING
AND TRUSTEE SERVICES

Outsourced death beneﬁt consul ng
Unique technology solu on
Full resolu on of the death beneﬁt process in terms of
Sec on 37C of the Pension Funds Act

TEL:
FAX:
ADDRESS:

EMAIL:
WEBSITE:

+2711 656 1160/087 702 3800
+2711 656 1165
Block D, Country Club Estate Office Park
21 Woodlands Drive
Woodmead, Sandton, 2080
weild@icts.co.za
www.icts.co.za

Look beyond
the here & now
When you’re planning ahead, you need
the complete picture to make sound
financial decisions.

LexisNexis.co.za/fs-pw

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT ADMINISTRATION

“Integrity, Credibility, Passion”
Experienced, wholly independent
consulting and actuarial services as part
of quality fund administration.
Tel: (011) 643 4520
Fax: (011) 643 4535
2 Hermitage Terrace, Richmond 2092
PO Box 3041, Houghton, South Africa, 2041
Email: home@robsav.com
Website: www.robsav.com

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT CONSULTING

“Integrity, Credibility, Passion”
Experienced, wholly independent
consulting and actuarial services as part
of quality fund administration.
Tel: (011) 643 4520
Fax: (011) 643 4535
2 Hermitage Terrace, Richmond 2092
PO Box 3041, Houghton, South Africa, 2041
Email: home@robsav.com
Website: www.robsav.com

ESTATE PLANNING & FIDUCIARY

FINANCIAL PLANNING

Sanlam Trust
Beneficiary Fund
At Sanlam our reputation is built on a devoted, vigilant and
caring approach. We look at the world of beneficiary support
differently. We assess each beneficiary’s unique needs and
ensure that we build and preserve their income to maintain
an appropriate lifestyle.

“Integrity, Credibility, Passion”
Experienced, wholly independent
consulting and actuarial services as part
of quality fund administration.

Our Beneficiary Fund offers:
Unique life stage investment strategy
Personalised support team for each beneficiary
Low fees
Free Dial-A-Teacher homework and project support in
language of choice
Food and clothing discounts at leading retailers

Tel: (011) 643 4520
Fax: (011) 643 4535

With high PO and guardian satisfaction levels, our credential
as market-leading wealth protectors are well-founded.

2 Hermitage Terrace, Richmond 2092
PO Box 3041, Houghton, South Africa, 2041

Contact
Thembi Xongo on T +27 11 778 6478 or C +27 82 082 7144
E thembi.xongo@sanlam.co.za

Sanlam Trust is a Licensed Financial Services Provider (FSP 21489)
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Madi Carstens on T +27 21 947 4238 or C +27 71 689 1860
E madi.carstens@sanlam.co.za

Email: home@robsav.com
Website: www.robsav.com
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be yours.

Look beyond the
here & now
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To advertise in
Pensions World
SA please contact:
Michelle Baker
Advertising & Custom Branding Sales

Tel: (031) 764 6725
Cell: (073) 137 1231
Fax: (086) 620 6768
michelle.baker@mediamarx.co.za
www.mediamarx.co.za
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SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS

Ÿ

INDEPENDENT ACTUARIES AND
CONSULTANTS
Do you need independent actuarial & investment advisory
services that is understandable and provided by a skilled,
professional & experienced team?
To find out more about the impartial, customised actuarial &
investment advice that we can offer you, please contact us:
Asim Gani (MD)
Email: asim@iac.co.za
National number 0861 333 820
Website: www.iac.co.za

Cape Town
Tel: +27 21 422 4373
Gauteng
Tel: +27 11 656 4170

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Informa on portal for the re rement industry
Electronic boardpack technology
News, surveys, research and calculators
Company and professionals directory

TEL:
FAX:
ADDRESS:

EMAIL:
WEBSITE:

+2711 656 1160/087 702 3800
+2711 656 1165
Block D, Country Club Estate Office Park
21 Woodlands Drive
Woodmead, Sandton, 2080
britsc@ebnet.co.za
www.ebnet.co.za

TRACING SERVICE PROVIDERS

It’s been a
year of change
LexisNexis.co.za/tax-pw

TRACING SERVICES

Se ng us apart in the industry:
Ÿ Various levels of tracing
Ÿ Document collec on services
Ÿ Inves ga ve tracing services

TEL:
FAX:
ADDRESS:

EMAIL:
WEBSITE:

It’s been a
year of change
But you can always count on our trusted tax
annuals for completely up-to-date insights
into the intricacies of South African tax law.

LexisNexis.co.za/tax-pw

+2711 656 1160/087 702 3800
+2711 656 1165
Block D, Country Club Estate Office Park
21 Woodlands Drive
Woodmead, Sandton, 2080
weild@icts.co.za
www.ictstracing.co.za

Essentials of
Retirement
Fund
Management

store.lexisnexis/retire-fund

An essential guide for trustees of retirement funds, this work was
originally developed from retirement fund training course material.
It offers easy reference material and the style of writing and
presentation appeals to all levels of trustees. It covers everything
from the duties and responsibilities of trustees to investment
without going into any great depth on investments. It includes the
full text of the Pension Funds Act and regulations.
UPDAT ED TO 1 MAY 2019

Put your
trust
where it
matters

Our panel of experienced authors demystify
detailed and comprehensive matter.

LexisNexis.co.za/trust-pw
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